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Five Key Similarities between a South
African Domestic Trust and a
Channel Islands Foundation

Introduction

South African trust law is based on the law of contract and particularly stipulatio alteri. This means the SA Trustee enters into an agreement with 
a settlor to hold trust assets for the benefit of the beneficiaries of the trust. This position is very different to the common law trusts of Guernsey 
and Jersey (“CI Trusts”), which are underpinned by equitable principles. In CI Trusts, the legal title of the property is held in the name of the trustee 
who has a legally enforceable obligation to the beneficiaries of the trust to comply with the terms of the trust and act in the best interests of the 
beneficiaries. CI Trusts, unlike a SA Trust, are not registered with any local authority and come into force once the trust deed is executed.

A Foundation (“CI Foundation”) on the other hand, is a newer entity, bearing more of a resemblance to a South African Domestic Trust (“SA Trust”), 
which is interesting a growing number of high net worth South African individuals and wealth advisors due to its flexibility:

• A Foundation has separate legal personality, the ability to blend the advantages of a trust and a company, and is created with a Charter and Rules.
• The Charter sets out the information required by the Guernsey and Jersey foundations laws (the “Foundations Laws”). It need not set out the 

purposes in detail nor state names of beneficiaries. The foundation can be established with a nominal endowment and the balance of assets can 
be transferred after it has been registered, ensuring a greater level of privacy.

• The Rules set out the operative provisions of the Foundation, similar to a trust deed, and can be tailored to suit the client’s requirements.
• The Council is the principal decision-making body of the Foundation and it owes a duty to the Foundation itself, as opposed to the beneficiaries 

as in a CI Trust. The Foundations Laws allow beneficiaries to be classified as ‘enfranchised beneficiaries’ and ‘disenfranchised beneficiaries’. An 
enfranchised beneficiary is entitled to certain information/records on the Foundation, whilst a disenfranchised beneficiary is statutorily barred 
from information.

• A guardian must always be appointed where there are disenfranchised beneficiaries or the Foundation is created solely for a purpose.
• Every foundation must have a resident agent in the Channel Islands at all times whose responsibility is to hold the Foundation’s records and any 

other information necessary to comply with its duties under the Foundations Laws.

Five Key Similarities

Creation

• SA Trust - The trust deed is registered at the Master of the High Court (the “Master”) in the relevant jurisdiction where the trust’s assets are 
situated (“Registration”).

• Foundation - A Foundation is established once the Charter is registered with the Registrar.
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Registration

• SA Trust - Upon Registration, the Master issues the trustee with a letter of authority reflecting the IT number of the trust. This evidences the 
existence of the trust enabling the trustee to act.

• Foundation - A Foundation is issued with a certificate of incorporation with a registration number and is now a separate legal entity.

Assets

• SA Trust - Following Registration, and subsequent formalities, trust assets are registered in the name of the SA Trust.
• Foundation - The Foundation owns assets in its own name immediately from its registration. Separation of the assets from the personal estate of 

the founder to the Foundation means upon transfer the assets cannot be used to meet the obligations of the founder (unless a transfer is made 
intending to defraud creditors).

Decision-Making

• SA Trust - The Master requires all SA Trusts to appoint at least one independent trustee. As a result, a South African resident appoints an 
independent trustee but usually still prefers to act as co-trustee.

• Foundation - The Foundations Laws allow the founder to be a member of the Council. As a member of the Council, the founder is involved in 
the management and decision-making of the Foundation.

Beneficiaries

• SA Trust - Under South African trust law, beneficiaries of a SA Trust have no legal interest in trust assets.
• Foundation - Similarly beneficiaries of a Foundation have no legal ownership rights over Foundation assets.

Conclusion

CI Trusts continue to be widely used by HNW South African individuals as an extremely effective asset protection tool. However, with the
evolving complexity of client’s affairs Foundations serve the client as a strong alternative providing a high level of involvement together with
confidentiality, and one many wealthy South Africans are gearing towards.
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